
Perennial Coaching On-Demand Course 
Virtual Teambuilding
Gallup (2022) recently presented that the single biggest factor in an employee’s engagement and productivity was

whether or not they had a close friend at work. Unfortunately, today’s workplace has gone from a shared office

building to a collection of virtual offices around the globe. It’s harder than ever for people to find that work bestie

that they so desperately need.

Companies and leaders had to make many pivots during the COVID-19 pandemic. One of the hardest hurdles that

remains a challenge was figuring out how to build strong virtual teams. Research and surveys agree: while many

employees love working from home, managers typically cite that it makes their job more difficult.

How do you foster a strong sense of team when you rarely, or even never, see each other in person? When

everyone is Zoomed out or zoned out, how can you create real connections? Is it even possible? Spoiler: YES!

Course Overview:

- Learn and practice tangible skills to foster virtual teambuilding, including:

- Understanding how people create strong bonds regardless of physical location

- Reinventing department culture to encourage fostering closer connections

- Hosting Virtual Happy Hours that aren’t totally cringeworthy

- Understanding how to use boring old meetings to actually build a great team

- Complete the course on your own time:

- 10 short (5-10 minute) videos, 2-3 released per week

- 9 hands-on activities to put video lessons into real action

- Sessions lead to more questions? Get personalized add-on coaching:

- OPTIONAL: 25-minute 1:1 coaching sessions to dive deeper, if you need it. Current student rate of $30.

How Much Does It Cost?
Early Registration (By 01/31/2023): $49.95

Late Registration (After 02/01/2023): $65.95

Who Can Benefit from This Course?
• Direct people managers with at least one 

remote or hybrid worker

• Front-line or middle managers who work at 

companies with frequent changes and 

initiatives

• Extroverted leaders who miss happy 

hours, and introverted leaders who dread 

happy hours
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Who Should Skip This Course?
• Managers whose entire workforce reports to 

one physical location everyday.

• Leaders who already feel their remote team is 

highly engaged and productive

• Individual contributors or team leads who do 

not have complete people management 

responsibility in the team

Sign Up Now!

Click here to purchase this course.

Got Questions? Contact Perennial today. 

We check our email. We’ll get back to you… promise. 

Or find more solutions here.
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